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ABSTRACT 
We obtain a log majorization result for power means of positive semidefinite 
matrices. This implies matrix norm inequalities for unitarily invariant norms, which are 
considered as complementary to the Golden-Thompson one. Other log majorization 
results are also obtained. We give logarithmic trace inequalities and determinant 
inequalities as applications of our log majorizations. 
INTRODUCTION 
The famous Golden-Thompson trace inequality, proved independently by 
Golden [7] and Thompson [ 131, is Tr e*+ K < Tr e HeK for Hermitian matri- 
ces H, K. This inequality was extended by knard [lo] and Thompson [14] to 
the weak majorization eHfK 4 WeH’2eKeH/2, or equivalently IleH+KII < 
)leH/2eKeH/211 f or any unitarily invariant norm I\ . (1. 
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For positive semidefinite matrices A, B > 0 we write 
A-cB 
(log) 
if ll:=,h,(A) < 17F,,hi(B) for k = l,..., n - 1 and lJF==,A,(A) = 
l-l:= rhi( B), i.e., det A = det B, where A\,(A) z **. z h,(A) and h,(B) > 
. . . > h,(B) are the eigenvalues of A and B respectively. This notion is 
called the log majorization because it is equivalent to the usual majorization 
log A -C log B when A, B > 0 (strictly positive). Since 
A < B implies A <wB, 
(log) 
so that I] A]1 Q I] BII for any unitarily invariant norm, log majorization gives a 
powerful technique for matrix norm inequalities. See [l, 5, II] for theory of 
majorization for matrices. 
Araki [2] used the log majorization method to extend the trace inequality 
of Lieb and Thirring. In fact, he showed the log majorization 
( A1/zBA1/z) r (I”,, A’12B 'A'i2 
0 
for A, B > 0 and r 2 1. This together with the Lie-Trotter formula strength- 
ens the Golden-Thompson inequality as follows: For Hermitian H, K, 
II{+ pH/2) =p( pK) exp( PHP)I~‘~JI 
decreases to ]]exp( H + K )I[ as p J 0 for any unitarily invariant norm. 
On the other hand, the Golden-Thompson trace inequality was comple- 
mented in [S]. More precisely, the following trace inequality was proved: 
Tr{exp( pH) #, exp( PK)}“~ Q Trexp{ (1 - LY) H + aK} 
for Hermitian H, K and 0 < CY < 1, where #, denotes the a-power mean, 
i.e., for A, B > 0 
A#, B = A17 A-l/2BA-1/2)QA1/2. 
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for A, B > 0 and r > 1. This enables us to show that 
Il{exp( pH) #, =p( pK)ll’“II 
increases to l]exp((l - a)H + c.uK}l] as p JO for any unitarily invariant norm. 
We thus complete the complementary counterpart of the Golden-Thompson 
inequality. 
After giving some preliminaries on log majorization in Section 1, we prove 
in Section 2 the main result stated above, using the method of compound 
matrices (or antisymmetric tensor powers) as in [2]. In Section 3 we transform 
the Furuta inequality into an equivalent log majorization. In Section 4 we 
present some other log majorizations. For instance, Cohen’s generalization [4] 
of Bernstein’s trace inequality [3] 1s restated as a log majorization. In Sections 
5 and 6 we apply the log majorization results to obtain logarithmic trace 
inequalities and determinant inequalities. 
1. PRELIMINARIES ON LOG MAJORIZATION 
Throughout this paper we consider n X n complex matrices. For Hermi- 
tian matrices H, K the weak majorization (or submjorization) H < LL: K 
means that 
5 hi(H) < ; 4(K), k = 1,2 ,..., n, 
i=l i=l 
where h,(H) > **a > h,(H) and Ai( K) > .a. 2 h,(K) are the eigenvalues 
of H and K respectively. Further, the majorization H < K means that 
H < w K and the equality holds for k = n in the above i.e., Tr H = Tr K. 
We write A 2 0 if A is a positive semidefinite matrix, and A > 0 if 
A > 0 is invertible (or strictly positive definite). For A, B 2 0 let us write 
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A < B and refer to log majorization if 
(log) 
and 
%fi hj( A) = $6 hj( B), i.e., det A = det B. 
Note that when A, B > 0 the log majorization A + B is equivalent to 
log A + log B. 
(log) 
In this section we list some preliminary results for later convenience. 
LEMMA 1.1. Zf 
A, B > 0 and A < B, 
(log) 
then the following hold: 
(1) Trf(A) < Trf(B) f or any continuous function f on an interval 
containing the eigenvalues of A, B such that f(e’> is convex. 
(2) IIAII < II BII f or any unitarily invariant norm II * 11. 
In fact, it is well known [l, 111 that if H and K are Hermitian with 
H -C K, then f(H) < LL f( K) for any convex function f on an interval 
containing the eigenvalues of H, K. Also for A, B > 0, A 4 ui B holds if and 
only if 11 AlI < II BII f or any unitarily invariant norm 11. II. Hence the above 
lemma follows when A, B > 0. When A, B > 0 we can choose sequences 
{A,} and {B,} such that A,, B, > 0, A,, < B,, A,, + A, and B, + B. 
For each matrix X and k = 1,2, .1’9:‘, let C,(X) denote the kth 
compound (or the k-fold antisymmetric tensor power) of X. See e.g. [5, 111 
for details. Then (1) and (2) below are basic facts, and (3) is easily seen from 
(2). 
LEMMA 1.2. 
(1) c,(x*) = c,(x)*. 
(2) C,(XY) = C,(X)C,(Y) for every pair of matrices X, Y. 
(3) C,( Ap) = C,( A)p for every A 2 0 and p > 0. 
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Moreover, the following is a well-known consequence of the Binet-Cauchy 
theorem (see [ll, pp. 503-504]), which says that to obtain A(,‘,,” for given 
A, B > 0 we may show that l]C,(A>llm G lIC,(B>llm for k = l,'..., n as well 
as det A = det B. Here (1. (Im denotes the operator (or spectral) norm. 
LEMMA 1.3. For every A > 0, 
z&4(A) = 4(C,(A)) [= IlCdA)II& k = l,...,n. 
The following is the well-known Liiwner-Heinz inequality. 
LEMMA 1.4. ZfA > B > 0 then A P),BPforeveyO<p<l. 
We finally state the Lie-Trotter formula (see [12, p. 2951) and its continu- 
ous parameter version (see the remark after [S, Lemma 3.31). 
LEMMA 1.5. 
(1) For every pair of matrices S, T, 
exp(S + T) = liTW{exp(S/k)exp(T/k)}‘. 
(2) For every Hermitian H, K, 
eq( H + K) = Ili_“o{exp( pH/2) =p( PK) =p( PH/~))~‘~- 
2. INEQUALITIES FOR POWER MEANS 
Araki [2] proved the following: 
THEOREM A. For every A, B 2 0, 
( A’~‘BA1~2)‘0~~A’~2B’A’~2, r> 1, 
0 
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or equivalently 
(Aq/2B7&7/2)“’ (I<g,( AP/2B?JAP~2)1’p, o<q<p. (24 
0 
Here note that 
det ( A’/2BA’/2) r = (det A det B) r = det( A’j2B ‘Ar/‘). 
The above (2.1) together with Lemmas 1.1 and 1.5 implies that if H and K 
are Hermitian, then 
Il{exp( pH/2) exp( pK) exp( pH/2)j”‘ll 
decreases to Ilexp(H + K>ll as p JO f or any unitarily invariant norm II * I(. In 
particular, taking the trace norm, we have the strenghtened Golden-Thomp- 
son trace inequality: 
Tr exp( H + K) < Tr{ exp( pH/2) exp( pK) exp( pH/2)} ~3, p > 0. 
In this section we establish a log majorization for power means of 
matrices. When 0 < (Y < 1, the a-power mean of A, B > 0 is defined and 
denoted by 
A#, B = A1/2( A-l/2&-‘/2)“A’/2, 
Further, A #, B for A, B > 0 is defined by 
A#,B= !$A+EZ)#,(B+EZ). 
This a-power mean is the operator mean corresponding to the operator 
monotone function t @. See [9] for general theory of operator means. In 
particular, when CY = f, A #1,2 B = A # B is the so-called geometric mean 
of A, B > 0. Note that A#, B = B#,_, A andif AB = BA then A#, B 
= AIWaBQ, and that (A, B) * A #, B is jointly monotone. 
THEOREM 2.1. For every A, B > 0 and 0 < (Y < 1, 
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or equivalently 
(A#, B)’ + A’#, B’, O<r<l, 
(log) 
(2.3) 
(AP#, BP)“’ &( A9#, Bq)“‘, 0 < q < p. (2.4) 
0 
Proof. The equivalence of (2.2)-(2.4) is immediate. To prove (2.2) we 
may assume that A, B > 0, and let r > 1. It is easy to see by Lemma 1.2 that 
fork = l,...,n 
C,( A’#, B’) = C,(A)’ #, C,( B)r, 
C,((A#a Wr) = (C,(A) #aCdB))r. 
Also 
det( A’#, B’) = (det A)‘(‘-“)(det B)‘, = det( A#, B)r. 
Hence it suffices by Lemma 1.3 to show that 
A,( A’#, B’) f h,(A#a B)r. (2.5) 
To do so we may prove that A #, B < I implies A’ #, B’ < I, because both 
sides of (2.5) have the same order of homogeneity for A, B, so that we can 
multiply A, B by a positive constant. 
First let us assume 1 Q r < 2 and write r = 2 - E with 0 < E < 1. Let 
C = A-1/2BA-1/2 Then B = A 1/2CA1’2 and A #, B = A’/‘C OlA112. If 
A#, B < I then C” Q A-‘, so that 
A < C-“. (2.6) 
Hence by Lemma 1.4 
Al-” < C-Cl(l-&) 
. (2.7) 
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A’#, B’ = Al-E/z{ A-‘+E/“B . BP”. BA-l+C/2ja,&E/2 
= Al~“/“{A-(‘-“)/“CA’/2( A-l/2C-1Ap1/2)E 
xA~/~CA-(~-E)/~ aA1-E/2 I 
= A1’2{A’-“#a [C(A#,C-‘&]}A’/’ 
< A1’2{C-“(1P”)#, [C(C?#, C-1)C]}A1/2, 
using (2.61, (2.7), and the joint monotonicity of power means. Since a direct 
computation yields 
C-a(l-E)#a [c(c-a#e c-l)c] = c*, 
we get 
A’#, B’ < A1’2C”A”2 = A#, B < I. 
When r > 2, writing r = 2k(2 - E) with k E N and 0 Q E < 1, we can 
proceed by induction. n 
The next lemma was given in [S, Lemma 3.31. 
LEMMA 2.2. Zf H and K are Hermitian and 0 < (Y < 1, then 
exp{(l - CY)H+ (YK} = ~~~{exp(pH)#,exp(pK)}l’P. 
By Theorem 2.1, Lemma 2.2, and (2.1) we have: 
COROLLARY 2.3. Zf H and K are Hermitian and 0 < cx < 1, then for 
=yp,q > 0 
Ied PH) #a T?( PZwP 
< exp{(l - a)H + CYK} 
(log) 
(,;g, (ev( $qH) exp(aqK) ““p( +-k))l’q. 
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COROLLARY 2.4. lf H and K are Hermitian and 0 < (Y < 1, then 
IIbp( pH) #, e~( ~-‘K))“~ll 
increases to Ilexp{(l - a)H + aK)II as p JO for any unitarily invariant 
nom II * II. 
In particular, 
Tr{exp( PH) #, exp( PK)}“~ 
increases to Tr exp((1 - a)H + aK} as p J 0, which gives the comple- 
mented Golden-Thompson trace inequality proved in [SJ. 
3. 
be 
LOG MAJORIZATION EQUIVALENT TO THE FURUTA 
INEQUALITY 
In the following let us adopt the usual convention A0 = I for A > 0. 
Furuta [6] proved a remarkable generalization of Lemma 1.4, which can 
stated in the following form. 
THEOREM B. Zf A > B > 0, then 
A a(r+s) > ( A’/zB”A+) O1 (3.1) 
whenever 0 < CY < 1, r, s > 0, and (1 - a)r > (YS - 1. 
The next theorem is a reformulation of the Furuta inequality in terms of 
log majorization. 
THEOREM 3.1. Zf A > 0 and B 2 0, then 
A(l-a)/zBaAA(1-“)/2 > {AP-9#a(A(1-a)9/zaBPA(1-o)9/ea))1'P 
(log) 
whenever 0 < (Y < 1, p > 0, and q < min{a, czp}. 
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Proof. When 0 < ff < 1, r, s > 0, and (1 - a>r > (YS - 1, Theorem B 
says that A- 1’2BA-i’2 < Z implies 
A-++s+( Arr- a(r+S)]/zgSA['-a('+S)]/2 
Arranging the order of homogeneity and using Lemma 1.3 as in the proof of 
Theorem 2.1, we obtain 
( A-l/ZBA-l/2)"" > A-L++S)#~ ( A[‘-~(‘+S)1/2B”A[‘-a(‘+s)1/2). 
(log) 
Now the result follows when we put p = as and q = cx[ cr(r + s) - t-1 and 
replace A, B by A-(’ -a), B a, respectively. n 
When q = CY the theorem becomes the following: 
COROLLARY 3.2. For every A, B z 0 and 0 < (Y < 1, 
A(1-a)/2gaA(‘-“)/2 (lrgj{AP-a#a ( A(1-~,/2BPA(‘-,)/2)}1/p, p > 1. 
We obtain another log majorization from the Furuta inequality. 
THEOREM 3.3. ZfA > 0 and B 2 0, then 
,4'i2(AP #, BP)'l/PA1/2 + A('+9)/2(A-P/2BPA-P/2)~9'PA(1+9)/2 
(log) 
for every 0 < CY Q 1 and 0 < q < p. 
Proof. It suffices to show that A-’ > ( Ap #, BP)q/P implies 
If A-’ > (Ap #, BP)q/P, then by (3.1) with T = p, s = p/q, and (Y = q/p 
we have 
as desired. n 
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COROLLARY 3.4. 1fA > 0 and B >/ 0, thenforevey 0 <r < 1 
( A’~2BA1~2)r(:p~A’~2BrA’~2 &Ar( A-‘/2BA-1/2)‘Ar. 
0 0 
Proof. The first log majorization is nothing but (2.1). For the second, 
take (Y = 1 and 4 = 1 in Theorem 3.3, and then replace A, B by A’, B’, 
respectively, with r = l/p. n 
We can consider the converse direction from log majorizations to matrix 
inequalities. In fact, it is immediate to show the Fur&a inequality from 
Theorem 3.1. Also we can transform Theorem 2.1 into the following matrix 
inequality. 
THEOREM 3.5. lf A > B 2 0 with A > 0, then 
A’ > {A@( A-l/2BPA-1/2)rAr/2}1’p, r, p > 1. 
Proof. Theorem 2.1 shows that if A > 0, B > 0, and 0 < (Y < 1, then 
A-’ 2 (A-1/2BA-1/2)a implies A-’ 2 (A-r/2BrA-r/2)a for every r > 1. 
Putting p = l/o and replacing A-‘,(A~‘/2BA~1/2)a by A, B, respec- 
tively, we get the result. n 
When r = 2 the theorem becomes the following: 
COROLLARY 3.6. ZfA > B 2 0 withA > 0, then 
A2 > IA-1/2BPA1/212/p, p a 1. 
4. OTHER LOG MAJORIZATION RESULTS 
In this section we obtain some other log majorization results. The 
following log majorization for matrix exponentials is just a restatement of the 
spectral inequality by Cohen [4]. 
THEOREM C. For an arbitrary matrix T, 
where Re T = (T + T*)/2. 
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The following was also proved in [4]: For any matrix X, 
IXkl(l;)lXlk, i.e., X’kXk + (X*X)k, k E N. (4.1) 
0 (log) 
In fact, the argument using Lemma 1.3 shows (4.1) because II XkII, < IlXll~ 
= II (Xlk]],. The above theorem immediately follows, as in [4l, from (4.1) 
applied to X = exp(T/k) and Lemma 1.5. 
As a consequence we have 
]]exp(T>II G Ilexp(Re T)ll 
for any unitarily invariant norm (I* (1. This extends the trace inequality in [3]. 
The next theorem is a rather general type of log majorization. 
THEOREM 4.1. For every A, B 3 0, 
1 APlB91 . . . APkB9kl < IAPl+ “‘+PtB91+ .“+91-[ 
(log) 
whenever 
0 G p, G q1 < p, + p2 G q1 + q2 < ... 
Q 91 + *** +qk-l < p, + ... +pk = q1 + *** +qk. 
Prooj. We can suppose that A, B > 0 and p, + *** +pk = q1 
+ . . . +qk = 1. Then it suffices as before to show that BA2B Q Z implies 
B9kA’k . . . B91A2P1B91 .** APkB9k < I. 
But if BA2B < I, then since A2 < B-‘, B2 < A-‘, and 0 & q, - p, < 1, 
we get by Lemma 1.4 
so that 
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Repeating this argument yields 
B9kAPk . . . B9lA2PlB91 . . . APkB4k < B2(91+ ..‘+9k-Pl- ‘.. -Pk) = 1, 
as desired. 
As special cases of Theorem 4.1 we have: 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let A, B a 0. 
(1) For every p,, . . . , p, > 0, 
n 
IAP~BP~ . . . A?‘kBPk( < (API+ ‘.. +PkBPl+ “‘+PkI. 
(log) 
(2) For every p, q, r >/ 0: 
jAPB9A’I + \AP+‘B9(. 
(log) 
(3) For euey k E N, 
( AB)‘A(,~g)A”+“/2BkA’k+1)/2. 
cl 
Proof. (1) is obvious. 
CO By Theorem 4.1 with p, = p, p, = r, q1 = p + t-, and q2 = 0, we 
get 
(3): When k = 2rn we get 




using Theorem 4.1 with 
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p, = 1 2 1 p, = --* = pm+1 = 1, 
2m + 1 
41 = .** = qm =p 2m ’ 4m+l = 
0. 
Moreover ] Aczm+ l)/zBmlz is unitarily similar to 
showing the result. When k = 2m - 1 we can do similarly. l 
5. LOGARITHMIC TRACE INEQUALITIES 
The following logarithmic trace inequalities were given in [S]: If A, B > 0, 
then for every p > 0 
bTrAlog(B P/2APBP/2) < Tr A(log A + log B) 
< 1 Tr A log( AP/2BpAP/2). 
P 
In this section we supplement these inequalities with related results. 
THEOREM 5.1. For every A, B 2 0, 
$ Tr A log( A’/2BpAp/2) 
decreases to Tr A (log A + log B) as p J 0. 
(5-l) 
Proof. We may suppose B > 0 as in the proof of [8, Theorem 3.51. Then 
we can suppose A > 0 as well, because Tr A log( Ap/‘B PAP/‘) is continuous 
in A > 0. So let us write A = eH and B = ePK with Hermitian H, K. For 
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0 < (Y < 1 Corollary 2.4 implies that 
increases as p JO. Since this trace is equal to Tr e ” independently of p > 0 
when o = 0. it follows that 




Tr e” log{exp( -pH/2) exp( pK) exp( -pH/2)} 
increases as p J 0 (the above differentiation was computed in [8]). Thus (5.1) 
decreases as p JO. Apply Lemma 1.5 for the limit. l 
THEOREM 5.2. Fm- eueq A, B > 0 and p > 0, 
$TrAlog(A’#B~‘)‘<TrA(log A+log B). (5.2) 
Proof. Let P and Q be the support projections of A and B, respec- 
tively. Then the support of AP #BP is P A Q by [9, Theorem 3.71, so that 
the left-hand side of (5.2) is --CC unless P < Q. Thus we may suppose B > 0, 
considering the restrictions of A, B on the range of Q. Further, Tr A = 1 
can be assumed. Then for any Hermitian H we have, as in the proof of [8, 
Theorem 1.31, 
Tr A( log A + log B) > Tr AH - log Tr exp( H - log B) 
> Tr AH - logTr{Bp’/2 exp( pH) BpP/2}“P. 
For H = (l/p)log(A” #Bf’j2 this yields 
Tr A(log A + log B) > i Tr A log( A” #BP)’ 
- logTr{B-“/2( AP # Bp)2 B-p/‘}“‘. 
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Tr{B-Pi2( AP #BP)2~-P/“}1’P 
( B-?‘/54PB-P/2)1’2~p( ~-@#7Bp/2)‘/2)1’P 
= TrlBP/2( B-P/54Pg-P/2)“212/P 
= Trl( B-P/2APB-P/2)1’2Bp/212/p 
= Tr{BP/2(B-P/2APB-P/2)BP/2]1’p 
=TrA=l. 
This completes the proof. W 
THEOREM 5.3. If A > 0 and B > 0, then for every 0 < a! < 1 and 
P>O 
bTrAlog(AP#, BP) + %TrAlog(AP/2BPPAP/2) >TrAlog A. 
Proof, By continuity we can suppose A > 0 as well. Then Theorem 3.3 
gives for 0 < q < p 
Tr A( AP#, BP)“’ > Tr Al+q /c-P/~BPA-P/~ “9’p ( ) * 
Since both sides in the above are equal to Tr A when q = 0, we get 
$ Tr A(( AP #, BP)“‘)q~9_0 > $ Tr A’+q(( A-p/2BpA-p/2) ~‘p)q~9z0. 
Simple computations of both differentiations yield the desired inequality. H 
Taking CY = i in Theorem 5.3, we have: 
COROLLARY 5.4. ZfA > 0 and B > 0, thenforeveyp > 0 
iTrAlog(Ap#BP)‘+ ~TrAlog(aP/1R-PAP~‘) > 2TrAlog A. 
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6. DETERMINANT INEQUALITIES 
The next lemma is a variation of Lemma 1.1(l) when we apply it to log f. 
LEMMA 6.1. Zf 
A, B >O and A < B, 
(log) 
then det f(A) < det f(B) f or any continuous function f > 0 on an interval 
containing the eigenvalues of A, B such that log fCe”) is convex. 
This lemma supplies a number of determinant inequalities via the log 
majorizations given in Sections 2-4. For instance, let us consider the function 
f(t) = l/log t on (1, m). Then we obtain sample results as follows. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let H and K be Hermitian. 
(1) Ife" > eCK then 
i lodexp( pH) ev( #)I 1 (6.1) 
increases to det( H + K) as 1 2 p JO. 
(2) Zfe” < emK and n is even [odd], then (6.1) increases [decreases] to 
det(H + K) US 1 > p JO. 
Proof. (1): Since for k E N 
Ied PW2) 94 PH) e4 PW2)Y 
= exp( pW2) {exp( PH) e4 pK>lk 94 -pW2), 
we have by power series expansion 
log{exp( PV2) f=P( PHI exp( PW2U 
= =P( PW2) logIexp( PHI =P( Pm=P( -pK/2), 
so that (6.1) is equal to det log A(p), where 
4 P) = {exp( pW2) eq( pH)exp( PK/~)}“~. 
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Since (2.1) gives 
A( p) Cl<g.eK/“e”eK/2 for O<p<l, 
0 
if eH > emK, i.e. eK/2eHeK/2 >Z,then A(p)>ZforO<p,<l.Wemay 
suppose that the eigenvalues of A(p) are greater than one, because other- 
wise det log A(p) = 0. Then using (2.1) and Lemma 6.1 with f(t) = l/log t 
on (1, m), we see that det [log A(p)]-1 decreases as 1 > p JO, so that 
det log A(p) increases as 1 >, p J, 0. This together with Lemma 1.5 gives the 
conclusion. 
(2):Replace H, K by -K, -H, respectively, in (1). Then 
i laded -pK) ev( -pff)} (6.2) 
increases to det[ -(H + K )] as 1 > p J, 0. But (6.2) is equal to 
b log{exp( pH) exp( pK)} 
completing the proof. n 
The next theorems can similarly be proved via the log majorizations in 
Theorem 2.1 and Theorem C. We omit the details. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let H and K be Herrnitian and 0 Q (Y < 1. 
(1) If (1 - cx)H + aK > 0 then 
(6.3) 
decreases to det[(l - cu)H + aK] as p JO. 
(2) Zf (1 - a) H + CYK < 0 and n is eoen [odd], then (6.3) decreases 
[increases] to det[(l - a)H + cuK] as p JO. 
THEOREM 6.4. Let T be an arbitrary matrix. 
(1) If Re T 2 0 then 
detlogle’l 3 det Re T. 
LOG MAJORIZATION 
















det logleT 2 det Re T if n is even, 
det logleT < det Re T if n is odd. 
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